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REVEL BARS AND 
TRANSITION AREAS
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY, USA

Sceno Plus led the design of all the 
entertainment spaces and transition areas of 
Revel, a 2.4 billion US$ resort in Atlantic City. 
The Montreal-based firm designed, amongst 
others, an high rollers dedicated lounge, two 
trendy bars and a passage with an incredible 
view on the city.

Ultra Lounge

The Ultra Lounge is a high-roller gaming area 
connected to the casino. It welcomes guest 
in a luxurious environment designed with 
noble finishes and a beautiful organic ceiling 
that gives a warm ambiance to the space. 
More private, this charming space has been 
designed for distinguished players but is still 
very accessible to everyone to have a drink at 
the bar.

Dining Enclave

The Dining Enclave is a luxurious lobby 
designed to welcome Revel’s visitors and 
direct them to two high-end restaurants as 
well as giving guests a direct entry to Revel 
Beach. With glamorous stairs, high ceiling and 
magnificent view on the ocean, this space is a 
strategic meeting point to get together with 
friends before starting the night at Revel.

Flirt and Tequila Bars

Located in the middle of the casino, the Flirt 
is a vibrant place connected to a dynamic 
show bar. It is an exciting bar to have a drink 
and interact with fellow guests just aside the 
casino floor. With all the action provided with 
gaming activities, it is still a great place to meet 
with people and enjoy a warm and glamorous 
interior design.

The Tequila is a vibrant bar integrated at 
the second level of the show-bar. This bar 
is incredibly attractive and shines with its 
masculine and modern look. Acting as a small 
sport bar, the Tequila offers all the elements to 
bring the sport atmosphere to another level.

City way

Connected to self-parking area on the North 
side of the resort, City Way is a charming lobby 
that gives you access to a variety of amenities. 
As it blends into the Revelry Casino, this 
entrance also leads the way to two attractive 
restaurants and the retail corridor. Facing 
Atlantic City, huge windows bring in a lot of 
natural light. Three immense frames (16 by 37 
feet) are featured near the windows to receive 
artistic projections at nighttime.
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